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Abstract This paper focuses on the efficient design and FPGA realization

of CIC based decimation filter structure for WiMAX application. This

structure reduces the sampling rate at each section and lower the power

consumption in each section with improved magnitude response. The

magnitude responses and device utilization of the filter with different

combinations considering different stages are estimated and compared with

the existing structures. MATLAB Simulink environment is used for design

and Xilinx Virtex-V XC5VLX110T-3ff1136 FPGA is utilized for implemen-

tation. It is observed from the results that the passband droop and stopband

characteristics of this filter structure are improved when the decimation

factor of first section is less compared to second section (M1 <M2). On

the other hand power consumption of the filter is less when the decimation

factor of first section is high compared with second section (M1 >M2). The

results show that the passband droop improvement is about 38% and

stopband attenuation improvement is of 33% for the decimation factor

M = 8.
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1 Introduction

The decimation filter finds wide application in both analog and digital systems

for the purpose of data rate conversion as well as filtering. It has been widely used

in audio, speech processing, radar systems and communication systems. CIC

(Cascaded-Integrator-Comb) filter structure is one of the filter structure which

requires less coefficients multipliers are not needed. Though the hardware require-

ment is reduced, the frequency response is not improved. This is the motivation for

the present work to focus on design and realization of efficient CIC based

decimation filter structure with improved magnitude response.

The design and implementation of different decimation filter structures of CIC

with various techniques have been reported in the past few decades by many

researchers [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10]. In this paper is the design and implement

the multi-section CIC based decimation filter structure for WiMAX application is

proposed which can operate at a lower sampling rate to achieve better performance

than the conventional comb filter structure.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the modified CIC

Decimation filter with its magnitude responses. Section 3 presents the proposed

CIC based decimation filter structure in detail. The FPGA implementation and

results are discussed in section 4. Conclusion is given in section 5.

2 Modified CIC decimation filter

In order to improve the magnitude characteristics, the CIC decimation filter can be

constructed using two sections with different number of stages, resulting in a
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modified CIC filter as shown in Fig. 1. In modified CIC filter structure, the

decimation factor M is divided in to two (M =M1 M2).

The transfer function of modified CIC filter can be written as

HmðzÞ ¼ ½H1
LðzÞ�½H2

KðzM1Þ� ð1Þ
where,

H1ðzÞ ¼ 1

M1

1 � z�M1

1 � z�1

� �
ð2Þ

H2ðzM1Þ ¼ 1

M2

1 � z�M1M2

1 � z�M1

� �
ð3Þ

Here H1
LðzÞ and H2

KðzM1Þ are CIC filters, with decimation factor M1 and M2

respectively. The first CIC filter section of decimation factor M1 works at the high

input rate and the second section are with decimation factor M2 which works at the

lower rate.

The magnitude response can be increased by introducing the sharpening

technique [4] in the second section. The transfer function of sharpened CIC filter

can be written as

HshðzÞ ¼ 3½HðzÞ�2K � 2½HðzÞ�3K ð4Þ
Hence the transfer function of modified sharpened CIC filter [8] can be rewritten as

Hm;shðzÞ ¼ ½H1ðzÞ�L½3H2ðzM1Þ2K � 2H2ðzM1Þ3K� ð5Þ

3 Proposed CIC based decimation filter

In order to improve the magnitude characteristics, the proposed CIC decimation

filter can be constructed using two sections with different number of stages with

sharpening and zeros distribution techniques, as shown in Fig. 2.

The performance of CIC decimation filter can be improved by applying zero

distribution technique [3] in such a way as to guarantee the best stopband

attenuation around the folding bands. This technique is applied to the second

section of modified sharpened filter which distributes the nulls in the sharpened

Fig. 1. Modified CIC decimation filter

Fig. 2. Proposed structure (without compensation)
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section. Modified Comb Filter (MCF) with distributed zeroes [4, 5] has better

distribution of nulls than multistage sharpened CIC filter in the stopband attenu-

ation in the aliasing band. The transfer function of MCF3 (M,α) can be represented

by

HMCF3ðzÞ ¼ HCICðzÞHrotþðzÞHrot�ðzÞ ð6Þ
where, HrotþðzÞ is the transfer function of positive distribution

Hrot�ðzÞ is the transfer function of negative distribution

HrotþðzÞ ¼ 1

M

1 � ejM�z�M

1 � ej�z�1

� �
ð7Þ

Hrot�ðzÞ ¼ 1

M

1 � e�jM�z�M

1 � e�j�z�1

� �
ð8Þ

Multiplying “(7)” and “(8)” together, the transfer function of distribution function

can be expressed as

HrotðzÞ ¼ HrotþðzÞHrot�ðzÞ ¼ 1

M 2

1 � 2 cosð�MÞz�M þ z�2M

1 � 2 cosð�Þz�1 þ z�2

� �
ð9Þ

The zeros distribution with sharpening technique in the second section is expected

to improve the magnitude response compared to existing CIC filter structures. This

proposed structure provides better stop band attenuation compared with the existing

methods, but the attenuation at pass band edge increased significantly. This can be

decreased by the use of compensator. The decimated output obtained from the

second section is given to the compensator to decrease the attenuation at pass band

edge. The pass band droop will depend on the sine compensator and the proposed

structure with compensator is shown in Fig. 3. The generalized transfer function of

compensator is given as,

GcomðzMÞ ¼ A½1 þ B z�M þ z�2M� ð10Þ
Where A ¼ �2�ðbþ2Þ; B ¼ �ð2�ðbþ2Þ þ 2Þ.

The compensation filter parameter “b” depends on the value of K, not on the

decimation factor M. For the given value of “b” and K, the values of decimation

factors are not expected to affect the worst case alias rejection. The block diagram

of proposed CIC filter with compensator is shown in Fig. 4. The first section is

comb decimator with decimation factor M1 which can be realized in either recursive

or non-recursive scheme. As a result second section is moved to a lower rate which

is M1 times lower than the input rate. The compensation filter plays an important

role for compensation of the pass band attenuation introduced by the second

section. The transfer function of the proposed CIC decimation filter with compen-

sator can be written as,

Fig. 3. Proposed structure (with compensation)
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HZRCðzÞ ¼ H1ðzÞLf3½H2ðzM1Þ:HrotðzÞ�2K

� 2½H2ðzM1Þ:HrotðzÞ�3KgA½1 þ B z�M þ z�2M�
ð11Þ

4 FPGA implementation and results

The CIC based decimation filter structure with sharpening, zeros distribution and

compensation techniques are developed for decimation factor M ¼ 8. The device

utilization, power consumption, pass band droop and stop band alias rejection of

CIC based decimation filter structure for the decimation factor M ¼ 8 with K ¼ 1

and L ¼ 2 are computed and compared with various methods outlined in [1, 7]

using MATLAB and Xilinx System Generator. The performance of the CIC

decimation filter structure with various parameters are given in Table I. Fig. 5

shows the model of the proposed CIC filter with M ¼ 8.

The magnitude response of the decimation filter without and with compensator

for M ¼ 8 considering K ¼ 1 and L ¼ 2 is shown in Fig. 6. From the overall

magnitude response of CIC filter without and with compensator as in Fig. 6 with

pass band droop is improved and the stop band alias rejection is reduced compared

to the structures reported earlier.

Fig. 4. Block diagram of CIC decimation filter structure

Table I. Filter design parameters considered for analysis

Parameters Values for WiMAX

Compensation factor, b 6 for K ¼ 1

Filter Quality factor, q 0.78

Maximum signal frequency, fm 0.02 (Normalized)

Over Sampling Rate 8

Input sampling frequency Fs (MHz) 133.632

Pass band Edge (MHz) 8

Stop band Edge (MHz) 10

Pass band ripple (dB) 0.5

Stop band attenuation (dB) 39

Fig. 5. FPGA realization of proposed CIC filter structure for M ¼ 8

with K ¼ 1 and L ¼ 2
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It is clear from the Table II that the CIC decimation filter with compensator

improves the passband droop and stopband alias rejection performance compared to

the existing and conventional CIC filter structures. It meets the required WiMAX

specification. Compared to the existing structures, the proposed CIC decimation

filter structure gives 38% improvement in passband droop and 33% stopband

performance for decimation factor M ¼ 8.

5 Conclusion

The sharpened zero rotated CIC decimation filter was developed and implemented

with the help of Xilinx-Virtex-V FPGA for decimation factor 8. The evaluation

shows that the passband droop and the stopband attenuation of the proposed CIC

filter structure are improved compared with the existing filter structures. The droop

decreases for higher stages. It is observed that the passband droop and stopband

characteristics of this filter is improved when the decimation factor of first section is

less compared to second section (M1 < M2). The power consumption of the filter is

less when the decimation of first section is high compared with second section

(M1 > M2). It can be WiMAX with factor M ¼ 8.

Fig. 6. Magnitude responses plots for M ¼ 8, M1 ¼ 2, M2 ¼ 4 with
K ¼ 1 and L ¼ 2.

Table II. Overall comparisons of passband droop and stopband alias
rejection with device utilization and power consumption for
M ¼ 8; M1 ¼ 2; M2 ¼ 4 with K ¼ 1 and L ¼ 2

Filter
Structure

M M1 M2 K L

Number
of

Slice
Registers

Number
of

Slice
LUTs

Number
of fully
used

LUT-FF
Pairs

Power
Consumption

in Watts

Passband
Droop
(dB)

Stopband
Alias

Rejection
(dB)

Modified
Sharpened
CIC [8]

8 2 4 1 2 320 550 627 0.036 −0.00616 −37.50

Conventional
CIC [1]

8 - - 1 75 64 115 0.040 −0.055 −23.28

Proposed
CIC without
compensator

8 2 4 1 2 418 764 883 0.041 −0.00888 −50.125

Proposed
CIC with
compensator

8 2 4 1 2 467 949 1045 0.064 −0.00378 −50.12

Passband Droop and Stopband Attenuation Improvement in Percentage 38% 33%
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